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Course description

This course introduces the organization and functionality of financial markets and their regu-
latory framework, analyzes the most important financial instruments and shows how to value
and use various financial instruments for risk management.

Part I of the course starts by discussing the structure of financial markets, and their legal
environment; then it goes into developing models to value and hedge equity and selected fixed
income instruments. This part of the course also develops the mathematical tools needed to
understand discrete time models of asset pricing.

Part II of the course shows how to operate Excel to price selected instruments using both
spreadsheet and some VBA capabilities. This part of the course will be taught by Florian
Kerzenmacher available at e-mail F.Kerzenmacher@fs.de. Note that the questions on
Excel/ VBA will show up in the exam.

Part III of the course covers Bloomberg training (BMC – Bloomberg Market Concepts) in
separate sessions.

There will be several tutorials by Giulio Bagattini available at e-mail G.Bagattini@fs.de;
during these sessions you can ask your questions about homework problems and lectures.

Course objective

The objective of the course is to understand how markets operate, what possibilities they offer a
risk manager, which instruments under particular circumstances a financial manager should use,
and what risks are hidden behind all those comprehensive structures and names. Please note
that the material is taught at an advanced level and that you will require a good understanding
of mathematics in order to learn this material.

Course assessment

All parts of the course are assessed jointly. There are maximum 120 performance points. Group
homework assignments/ quizzes give you 20 points, the final exam gives 90 points towards the
grade; moreover, 10 points will come form your BMC test.

Some rules:

• The final exam is to be taken in class and it is a closed-book exam.

• You can bring to the exam one A4 sheet with handwritten notes on both sides.

• Homeworks have to be typed and submitted electronically (Use Word, or LyX, or any
other software able to reproduce formulas).

• Deadlines and submission procedure will be communicated separately.
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Bloomberg Market Concepts

Bloomberg offer a financial training course called Bloomberg Market Concepts (BMC) which
explores the foundations of our global financial system and economy while teaching you the
most frequently used commands on the platform. You can read more about the BMC on
https://about.bloomberginstitute.com/bloomberg-market-concepts/.

You are required to complete BMC by January 1st, 2017.

You will receive a certificate from Bloomberg upon completion of the course.
You can complete BMC free of charge via the Terminals on campus or online on the web. If
you register on the web first, you can continue the course at any time on the Terminal. Using
designated Bloomberg Terminals in the Finance Lab is advised at least for a part of the course.

To get started on the Termnial, please follow the instructions below closely:

1. Logon to a Terminal

2. Type BMC into the command line and hit ENTER “GO”

3. Select 7) Sign Up and register for the course

4. Tick to confirm you are taking BMC as part of a group

5. Enter CLASS CODE: GVFIN71570B150

6. Accept the T&Cs and launch the course

To sign up for the web-based course use https://talentsearch.bloomberginstitute.com/sign up.

There are multiple quiz questions and case studies throughout the course to assess your under-
standing of the material.

You are required to complete BMC by January 1st, 2017.

Textbooks/ materials for the course

We will use quite extensively the following:

For the main course:

1. Sundaram, Rangarajan K. and Sanjiv Das, Derivatives: Principles and Practice, Mcgraw
Hill Book, 2010.

2. ...as a replacement one can take any edition of the book by John C. Hull, Options, Futures,
and Other Derivatives — all these books are very similar, and most of the material will
be covered in class anyway.

For Excel part:

3. Jackson, Mary, and Mike Staunton, Advanced Modelling in Finance using Excel and VBA,
John Wiley & Sons 2001

4. Dalton, Bill, Financial Products. An Introduction using Mathematics and Excel, Cam-
bridge University Press 2008.

...we will also use (far less extensively) the following:

5. Teall, John L., Financial Trading and Investing, Academic Press, 2012

6. ISDA Master Agreement/ Definitions/ Research Notes – see www.isda.org

You can also find useful the following resources
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7. Zepeda Rodrigo, The ISDA Master Agreement: The Derivatives Risk Management Tool
of the 21st Century?, Rodrigo 2014

8. van der Hoek, John and Robert J. Elliott, Binomial Models in Finance, Springer, 2006.

Some extra sources will be given for selected lectures! - check below please!

Prerequisites

• A willingness to work hard.

• A basic knowledge of probability, linear algebra, and calculus.

• Before coming to the first class, please read
Topic 0: How course is organized
Topic 1: Financial market functions and functioning
Teall, Chapters 1, 2,
Das, Sundaram, Chapters 1, 2, 7/7A
Tufano.

Course outline: Part 1

I will write time that we should plan for each lecture, however, it is a very rough indication,
and our real pace might be quite different! We will adjust on the way.

Topic 1: Financial Markets: Functions, Participants, and Organization

Approximate time for the lecture 5-6 academic hours.

1. Introduction: meeting me, meeting you, and organization of the course.

2. Financial market functions and functioning

(a) Overview of finance and financial markets.

(b) Trading in financial markets.

(c) Organization of financial markets.

3. Financial markets: regulation.

(a) Regulation of trading and securities markets.

(b) Evolution of regulation.

(c) OTC markets: ISDA Master Agreement.

(d) Trading gone awry.

Reading:

(a) Lecture notes (almost self-sufficient)

(b) Rules/ organization of EUREX/ LSE – check their web-sites

(c) Teall, Chapters 1, 2, 4, 12

(d) Zepeda (recommended if you can find it)
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Topic 2: Financial Markets: Instruments and Their Relevance

Approximate time for the lecture 2-3 hours.

1. Financial markets: instruments.

(a) Instruments: classifications

(b) Instruments: types and payoffs

(c) Matching needs and uses

(d) Risk management/ financial planning

Reading:

(a) Das, Sundaram, Chapters 1, 2 (before 2.7), 7/7A.

(b) Tufano, “How Financial Engineering Can Advance Corporate Strategy,” Harvard
Business Review.

Topic 3: Asset Pricing: Model-free Pricing by Replication:
Forwards and Futures

Approximate time for the lecture 4 hours.

1. Overview of discrete-time asset pricing

(a) Valuation principles.

(b) Unifying view of cashflow valuation.

(c) Complete markets.

2. Model-Free valuation of redundant claims: forwards.

3. Hedging with forwards and futures.

4. Case studies

Reading:

(a) Das, Sundaram, Chapters 3 and 5 (before 5.7), Case studies from Chapter 2.7

Topic 4: Asset Pricing in Discrete Time: Binomial Tree and its Limit:
Options

Approximate time for the lecture 4 hours.

1. Reviewing options: payoff profiles and general ideas for pricing.

2. Binomial model: from single to multiple periods.

3. Risk-neutral pricing ideas.

4. Black-Scholes model as a limit of Binomial model.

Reading:

(a) Das, Sundaram, Chapters 7, 8 (just skim), 10.4, 11.1–11.9, 11C, 12
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Topic 5: Introduction to Fixed Income Securities: Basic Concepts

Approximate time for the lecture 4 hours.

1. LIBOR, expressing interest rates in terms of equivalent bond prices.

2. Yield to maturity, term structure of interest rates.

3. Forward interest rates.

4. Duration hedging and convexity.

Reading:

(a) Das, Sundaram, Chapter 26

Topic 6: Swaps, Credit Derivatives

Approximate time for the lecture 4 hours.

1. Interest rate swaps.

2. Equity swaps.

3. Currency and commodity swaps.

Reading:

(a) Das, Sundaram, Chapters 23.1-23.6, 24, 25, 31 (skim)
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